Move in the right direction...
with a comprehensive, evidence based, industry recognized EM program

Early Mobility Program
Building a foundation for culture change
Education | Management | ROI | Sustainability

12051 NW 4th CT| Plantation | Fl 33325
E: info@earlymobility.com | www.earlymobility.com

Why External Experts?
Best practices

Bridge between disciplines

Access to Industry leading experts

Accountability

Minimize Staffing Resources

Get it right the first time

Better for Patients!
Better for Hospitals!

Moving is Living™
Asset
Management
We'll help you
organize & identify
your current resources
& equipment and
recomend how to
bridge the gaps.

Culture Change:

"It can be hard to figure out which discipline
runs the program when we are all involved. The
external consultants helped to bridge the gaps
between our disciplines”
-Anonymous Customer

Our consultants are change agents
that will work with your nurses,
therapists and other staff to
determine the best ways to
increase mobilization. Our goal is
that every patient should achieve
the highest level of mobility at least
three times daily.

Education
We use cutting edge evidence and
research to build the most effective
implementation strategies to get
you the best patient outcomes
possible. Education materials are
shared to assist with all steps of the
program from planning and
implementation, audits and
celebrating successes.

A

Transitional Program
Management
Our consultants will assist with
program implementation and will
then assist your teams with
continuing support until self
suffficent.

Sustained Success
Monthly visits for one year to assist
with trouble shooting, reporting
and auditing program performance.
*Sample Savings

The
numbers are
real! All quoted
savings are based on
evidence

See Our Early Mobility Calculator™

Our dedication to your success is second
to none!

Margaret Arnold, PT, CEES,
CSPHP, Program Director,
Partner in Earlymobility.com
and leads the
multidisciplinary team of
consultants that are
passionate about making a
difference and dedicated to
your success.

EarlyMobility.com is an industry recognized name and
the website is visited by 1000+ users every month.
The mission of EarlyMobility.com is to make a difference
in patient's lives through assisting clinicians in changing
practice.

Ted Talk
by Margaret Arnold
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